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US demand to rise 5.8% annually through 2019

Demand for medical imaging products in the US is projected to rise 5.8 percent annually to $31.9 billion in 2019, reflecting advancing technologies, aging demographic trends, evolving epidemiological patterns, and changing patient care strategies. New equipment, consumables, and data management systems with enhanced and expanded performance capabilities will build sales among hospitals and large outpatient facilities as they pursue improvements in the accuracy, quality, and efficiency of diagnostic procedures. The aging of the population will lead to an increasing level of diseases, disorders, and other health problems that are detected and analyzed through in vivo techniques. Trends promoting value-based patient care approaches will impact favorably on the market for medical imaging products that yield fast and accurate testing results and enable the long-term monitoring of therapeutic outcomes.

CT scanners to be fastest growing imaging systems

Demand for medical imaging equipment is forecast to rise 6.2 percent per year to $20.7 billion in 2019. CT scanners will generate the fastest revenue growth as an increasing number of currently installed systems reach the end of their product life cycles and are replaced with higher value-added new-generation models. High-slice CT models will fare particularly well in the marketplace based on the higher resolution of images, broader disease detection capabilities, and faster testing times that they offer. These scanners are able to detect the smallest of tumors or plaque deposits rapidly, making them well suited to the diagnosis of cancer and heart disease.

MRI, PET/CT systems among best opportunities

Among other medical imaging equipment, MRI, combination PET/CT, digital radiology systems, and handheld ultrasound devices will account for the fastest unit and revenue growth. High-field scanners will dominate new MRI installations due to their ability to visualize exceptionally fine anatomical detail and to provide images of physiological processes. Combination PET/CT systems will expand applications in nuclear medicine based on dual anatomical and metabolic screening capabilities and advantages in blood flow analysis. Benefits of enhanced image quality and direct computerized processing and storage will promote the continuing replacement of computed radiology and analog X-ray machines with digital radiology equipment. Handheld ultrasound devices will command rapid sales growth as they provide for timely and cost-effective patient testing and therapeutic decision-making at point-of-care sites.
# Medical Imaging Equipment

## Medical Imaging Equipment

US demand for medical imaging equipment is projected to increase 6.2% annually to $20.7 billion in 2019. Programs implemented by hospitals and other user facilities to modernize aging patient testing system installations will underlie gains. Accordingly, advanced-generation models will post the fastest revenue growth in all product groups.

Medical imaging equipment provides for the visualization of internal body structures for the diagnosis and/or monitoring of complex diseases and disorders. The various modalities enable the detection of fractures, plaque, tumors, and other abnormalities hidden in skin tissue and bones. Medical imaging also confirms the presence of normal anatomical and physiological conditions and the absence of disease markers.

Growth prospects for medical imaging equipment will vary by type depending on the average age and technological status of existing installations, trends in the incidence or prevalence of conditions tested, availability of current-generation refurbished or reconditioned models, and degree of competition from alternative products. X-ray systems will continue to post the largest share of revenues over the long term based on versatile applications, overall cost effectiveness, and ongoing changeover by medical and dental providers to digital radiography units. However, CT and MRI scanners will generate the fastest growth in demand value due to the large percentage of existing installations at or near the end of their product life cycles. Moreover, CT and MRI technologies have advanced rapidly over the past few years, resulting in the introduction of new-generation models with greatly expanded performance capabilities over previous equipment.

The continuing substitution of lower cost portable and handheld devices for fixed systems will slow revenue growth generated by ultrasound scanners to below average levels through 2019 and beyond. Nuclear medicine systems will fare better in the US marketplace as...
Acceleware Limited
435 - 10th Avenue Southeast
Calgary, Alberta T2G 0W3
Canada
403-249-9099
http://www.acceleware.com

Revenues: US$2 million (2014)
Employment: 20 (2014)
Key Products: image reconstruction software for cone beam computed tomography systems

Acceleware is a developer and producer of parallel computing software systems primarily for the oil and gas, and computer-aided engineering markets. The Company also provides high-performance computing consulting services.

Acceleware participates in the US medical imaging equipment industry through the development of AXRECON image reconstruction software for medical imaging, security, and non-destructive testing applications. This software is designed to work with existing cone beam computed tomography (CT) systems to reduce image processing time from hours to minutes, thereby accelerating imaging workflow. AXRECON software is intended to substantially accelerate filtered back projection computations, allowing users to more rapidly reconstruct their data and improve image quality.

In April 2013, Acceleware licensed AXRECON image reconstruction software’s source code to SCANCO Medical AG (Switzerland). Under the terms of the agreement, SCANCO Medical serves as the exclusive provider of AXRECON software to the global medical imaging market. SCANCO Medical intends to continue developing AXRECON
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